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● Rulekit
  ○ What new rules would help you?
  ○ What task do you wish you could automate?
  ○ What task do you always forget to do?
  ○ What task tends to be the most challenging?
• Notes:
What can you do with a Server Addon?

You can:

- search
- route
- flag
- email
- add notes
- update fields
Logic Services
- What 2 systems do you wish were connected?
- What 3 systems do you wish were connected?
- What 2 systems do you wish you didn’t need to use? ...as in some tool made them disappear
- Which button are you fed up with clicking?
Notes:
// ILLiad MainForm Addon
● How do you like to communicate?
  ○ The “Virtual ILL Water Cooler”

● What tasks could be combined?
  ○ To eliminate opening up many TNs over and over

● What tasks blur the workflow lines?
  ○ Borrowing / Doc Del / Lending

● What resources should be readily available?
  ○ Troubleshooting guides, Policies, Contacts, Data
Batch Processing

What actions would be good to batch process?

When would you like to see multiple TNs in one view?
● Notes:
Why is a Dynamic Addon better?

- multiple functions available in the same Addon
- functions change based on Request/Process type
- faster opening one Addon than many Addons
- one central point of Addon maintenance
- Addon automatically updates everytime a TN is loaded
What do you wish the TN form did for you?
What addons would you combine?
How could the TN form be smarter?
Notes:
What actions would group with a click?
Registered event handlers (for Borrowing)

- **BorrowingAcceptItem**
- **BorrowingCheckInItem**
Registered event handlers (for Lending)

- LendingCheckInItem
- LendingCheckOutItem
Notes:
● What far out there idea have you always had for the web request form?
● What do you always wish it had?
● What do you always wish it did?
AutoSuggest:

Possibilities of integrating APIs, JavaScript
Webpage changes through CSS Deployment Tool

New Paltz
Sojourner Truth Library

Choose an option from the choices below.

Pick up these Interlibrary Loan items at the library check out desk.

Transaction Type Title Author Status

Click the transaction number to download.

Click HERE to access recently deleted articles.

To renew an item click on the transaction number.

To check the status of a request below click on the transaction number.

Transaction Type Title Author Due Date Status

Copyright © 2017 Asian Systems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
ISSN/ISBN harvesting without the user needing to push a button
Delivering GIST through a simple switch
Notes:
What could we do without paper?

Web based pull slips
(using ILLiad WebPlatform API)

Scan barcodes
Notes:
● Contact us
  ○ #theBillJones
  ○ logic@idsproject.org
● IDS Logic Team
  ○ Jones, the Bill
  ○ Shannon Pritting
  ○ Steelsen S. Smith
  ○ Michael C. Mulligan